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Yu Qi looked at the daughter. She was still young. The mother fainted.  

Then people asked around. Turned out, her husband was also involved in the same accident. Her 

husband was in the ICU ward right now, also fighting for survival.  

Both father and daughter were on the way returning home from the grocery shopping. The mother 

stayed at home waiting for them to be home.  

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm However, she got a call from the hospital telling her her husband and her daughter 

were involved in a traffic accident. She did not know how to drive. So, she had to ask her neighbour to 

drive her to the hospital. 

She arrived there and received that her daughter had died. Which mother was not sad hearing the news 

about her daughter's death? 

Because the accident was very big, the people from the news company wanted to cover the accident in 

their news.  

Some of the reporters entered the hospital to get some exclusive news about the accident. 

Coincidentally, they had recorded the situation where the mother cried over her daughter's death. 

They wanted more details about this. So, they approached the doctor who treated the daughter. 

"Why does the daughter die?" 

"Why can't she be saved?"  

"How bad is the injury that the daughter has?"  

"How many victims from this accident?"  

"How many deaths from this accident?"  

The reporters kept asking the doctors and nurses. The doctors and the nurses were already tired of 

treating the patient. Now, they needed to face the reporters again.  

"Shut up!" Yu Qi shouted. 

Everyone went silent. They looked at Yu Qi in shock. 

"What are you doing here? The outsiders should not be here." Yu Qi asked the reporters. 

The reporters became awkward when Yu Qi asked them that questions. 

"The hospital is busy treating the patients. You guys should leave before I call the security to drag you 

out." Yu Qi looked at the bunch of reporters. 

However, there was a brave reporter who asked Yu Qu anyway.  



"We just want to know the current situation of the victims in the accidents." He said. 

"We will tell people when the time comes. We have a lot of things to do here. So, please be 

understanding and leave the hospital first." Yu Qi said. 

The reporters felt ashamed right now. They knew that the doctors were doing their jobs.  

"We are sorry." The reporters apologized one by one and left the place.  

Yu Qi sighed.  I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

"Doctor Yu Qi, thank you. I don't know what to do if you did not get involved." The doctor thanked Yu 

Qi. 

"You can take a rest. I think the situation already calmed a bit. You probably did not take any water for 

about 5 hours. You should go. I will handle the situation here." Yu Qi said. 

The doctors and nurses once again thanked Yu Qi. 

The mother of the dead daughter finally regained consciousness. She remembered about her daughter 

again and started to cry. 

Yu Qi approached the mother. 

"Your husband is still fighting for his life in the ICU ward. You need to be stronger. I am sure that your 

daughter did not want to see you crying like this." Yu Qi tried to calm the mother.  

The mother stopped sobbing but her tears still flew down. She nodded several times.  

"I want to see my husband, can I?" The mother asked. 

"Hmm... You just can look at him through the glass." Yu Qi informed her. 

"It is okay. I am just to see my husband's face." The mother stated. 

Yu Qi brought the mother to the ICU ward. Yu Qi did not need to show the husband because the mother 

already spotted her husband. Her husband was three beds from by the glass. 

"Dear, please wake up. Our daughter already died. You can not die too. I can not stand it if you leave me 

too. Remember we still have our son. Please, I beg you." The mother talked while looking at her 

husband as she tried to convey the message to her husband.  

The mother whispered but Yu Qi still could hear it. Turned out, the couple still had a son. She hoped that 

the man would hear his wife's begging.  

The mother remembered that she had to return home to take care of her son. She left her son to her 

neighbour. She could not leave her son any longer.  

"Don't worry. We will call you if anything happens." Yu Qi smiled at the mother. 

"Thank you, Doctor." The mother left the hospital with her neighbour. Her neighbour was really a nice 

person.  



After 7 hours, the hospital brought out the reports about the accident. 55 people were lightly injured, 20 

people were seriously injured, the other 5 people were currently in the ICU and there were 7 deaths.  

"Do you know what actually happened?" Yu Qi asked.  

"The police still investigate the accidents. What I heard from the onlookers, the driver of the bus was 

speeding up to catch the red light. However, even though they managed to catch the red light, the other 

side, they already had a green light. So, the accident happened." The nurse said.  

It was an upgraded version of what Yu Qi had just earlier.  

"It happened nearby our hospital. That is why the victims had been sent here." The nurses said. 

"I probably would be avoid riding the bus for the time being." The nurse sighed. 
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Yu Qi called Qin Xia. Qin Xia who was in the meeting stopped the meeting and answered fhe call. The 

people in the meeting were surprised when they saw Qin Xia stop the meeting to answer a call.  

They were more surprised when they heard Qin Xia's gentle voice. They looked at each other. They 

wanted to ask each other about that.  

They felt that their boss finally met the love of his life. The person who called him must be a woman.  

Qin Xia ignored his subordinates and answered Yu Qi's call. 

"Hmm... What happened?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Senior Brother Xia, are you busy?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Nope. Why?" Qin Xia asked. 

"I want to go to the cultivation world." Yu Qi stated. 

"When?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Is that okay if I want to go tomorrow?" Yu Qi asked back. 

"Hmm... Sure. We can go tomorrow." Qin Xia nodded. 

Qin Xia's subordinates looked at each other again. They were sure that they had planned to have a 

meeting with their client and Qin Xia was also going to attend that meeting.  

They wanted to remind Qin Xia about that but they were scared to interfere right now.  

"Who?" Qin Xia asked when Yu Qi told him that she would bring someone.  

Qin Xia thought about that man. However, Yu Qi denied that. 

"Oh, it is my grandmother's friend. He had already been outside for many years. He did not know how to 

go back. So, I want to send him home." Yu Qi explained. 



"I see." Qin Xia understood. 

"So, we are going to meet tomorrow." Yu Qi confirmed their plan. 

"Hmm... Sure." Qin Xia nodded. 

The call ended there. Qin Xia put away his phone and looked at his subordinates.  

One of the subordinates braved himself to ask Qin Xia about the plan. 

"Sir, are you going somewhere tomorrow?" The subordinate asked. 

"Hmm..." Qin Xia nodded. 

"But, we have a meeting with a representative of Snow Company." The subordinate reminded Qin Xia. 

"What? You can not handle a meeting? So, I hired you?" Qin Xia looked at everyone in the meeting 

room. 

Everyone went silent.  

"You can handle it. I have another thing to do." Qin Xia stated. "Let's finish this meeting."  

... 

Yu Qi was happy that she set up the plan to meet Qin Xia. She called Xia Weizhe about that.  

Coincidentally, Xia Weizhe also planned to call her. He wanted to meet her. So, Yu Qi went to the shop. 

"Why do you want to see me?" Yu Qi asked when she saw Xia Weizhe. 

Xia Weizhe pushed a document to Yu Qi.  

"What is this?" Yu Qi asked. 

"You can see inside?" Xia Weizhe smiled. 

Yu Qi took the document and read it. It was a document for transferring the deed of the shop that Xia 

Weizhe owned. 

"This?" Yu Qi looked at Xia Weizhe asking for an explanation.  

"I want to express my thanks to you. Because if you, I am finally going back home. It has been my dream 

forever." Xia Weizhe stated. 

"Are you sure to give it to me?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Hmm... Pretty much sure. It is not like I have any relatives here." Xia Weizhe said. 

He did not get married here because he knew that if he married someone, they would die much earlier 

than him. He would be sad if they died.  

"How about I pay you for the deed?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Outside money could not be used inside the cultivation world." Xia Weizhe said. 



"Of course I know that. I will pay you using the cultivation world's money." Yu Qi said. 

Grandpa Dian gave her a lot of money from the cultivation world.  

"You have them?" Xia Weizhe was surprised. 

"Hmm... My family gave them to me." Yu Qi nodded. 

"If that is the case, I agree." Xia Weizhe smiled. 

The money that he received could be used in the cultivation world. His life would be better. He would 

not fully depend on his family when he returned.  

He also decided to be a mercenary when he returned. He still could do the hard labour. He was already 

bored with his current job.  

Yu Qi signed the document first. She would pay Xia Weizhe when they met the next day. 

"Oh, don't forget about our plan tomorrow." Yu Qi reminded Xia Weizhe. 

"Hmm..." Xia Weizhe nodded. 

  Of course, he would not forget about that. The day when he finally could go home after many years. He 

wondered what his father and mother looked like right now.  

Yu Qi did not expect to get a place today. Since it was a shop, she better made use of it. She was thinking 

of continuing Xia Weizhe's business. 

Xia Weizhe gave everything that he had inside to her. So, the antique inside the store was also hers.  

However, she felt that she needed to change the interior design of the store. People did not feel like 

coming inside because it was not attractive to anyone.  

Hmm.... She already made a decision. She called the interior design to discuss about that later.  

Yu Qi already informed Su Yu Hi about the new business. This new business would be directly under her.  

She would need to find a right person to take care of the antique. Someone who had experience of 

taking care of the antique. And she knew where the place to find that person too.  
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Qin Xia drove to the designated place. Yu Qi was waiting for him over there.  

Yu Qi and Xia Weizhe were indeed waiting for Qin Xia over there. Xia Weizhe only brought the important 

stuff with him. So, he did not have a lot of things to bring.  

Qin Xia arrived at the destination. He stopped the car and got out of the car. 

Xia Weizhe's eyes opened widely when he saw Qin Xia. It was really the ancestor. He met with the 

ancestor once before. Because the ancestor was good-looking and young, Xia Weizhe remembered the 

ancestor vividly.  



Xia Weizhe greeted Qin Xia by saluting him using the cultivation world's salute. Yu Qi had seen it before 

everyone greeted Qin Xia in the same way. The way that she greeted her master before. 

Xia Weizhe really could not believe himself to meet an ancestor like this. He did not think that Yu Qi 

would really ask Qin Xia about sending him to the cultivation world. 

"Only two of you?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Hmm..." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I thought that man would join us too." Qin Xia commented. 

"That man?" Yu Qi was confused for a moment. Then she realized what Qin Xia meant by that. She 

chuckled. "He is not around. He has a mission to do."  

"I see." Qin Xia nodded. 

Xia Weizhe had no idea what they had been talking about. 

"Hop in." Qin Xia said when entering the car. 

Yu Qi and Qin Xia hopped into the car. Yu Qi took the seat beside Qin Xia while Xia Weizhe sat at the 

back. 

"Senior Brother Xia, I want to stay in the cultivation world for a few days. Can I?" Yu Qi requested. 

Xia Weizhe who was sitting at the back was startled when he heard the name that Yu Qi used to address 

the ancestor. 'Senior Brother Xia?' 

He wondered what was Yu Qi's relationship with the ancestor. From what he knew, only people under 

the same master would address them using the term.  

Yu Qi was very young. It was impossible that she studied under the same master that Qin Xia had 

because he knew that the ancestor's master already died a long time ago.  

"Hmm... Sure." Qin Xia agreed. 

"Yes. Thank you, Senior Brother Xia." Yu Qi said happily. 

During the drive, Yu Qi talked a lot to Qin Xia. She also brought Xia Weizhe into the conversation but Xia 

Weizhe just responded a little. He was not so comfortable to talk like that in the ancestor's presence.  

There were two hours of driving. They finally arrived at the mountain.  

"We need to go up first." Yu Qi told Xia Weizhe. 

"Okay." Xia Weizhe nodded. 

So, the three of them went up into the mountain. At a certain place, they stopped. 

Qin Xia closed his eyes wanting to use his senses to see if anyone was around. He opened his eyes after 

finishing doing that. There was no one around. So, it was safe here.I think you should take a look at 
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Qin Xia waved his hand. A portal appeared. Xia Weizhe was surprised to see that. He knew that the 

cultivator travelled to the outside world using a teleportation device.  

But Qin Xia managed to open the portal connecting the two worlds right now. Qin Xia was indeed an 

ancestor of the cultivation world. 

"Let's go." Qin Xia said. 

He stepped into the portal followed by Xia Weizhen and then Yu Qi. They arrived at the cultivation 

world. 

Xia Weizhe knew it was the cultivation world because of its pure air. However, he did not know where 

this place was. 

A dozen of the cultivators appeared in front of them.  

"Welcome home, Ancestor. Welcome home, Miss Yu Qi." The cultivators greeted them. 

Xia Weizhe looked at the cultivators. They must be the ancestor's people. It was not surprising when 

they greeted the ancestor but to think they also greeted Yu Qi respectfully made Xia Weizhe wonder 

about Yu Qi's identity. 

"Huang Jin, send this man to the Xia Family." Qin Xia ordered Huang Jin. 

"I receive the order, My Lord." Huang Jin bowed. 

"Sir, please follow me." Huang Jin said to Xia Weizhe.  

"Grandpa Xia, you can follow him. He would bring you straight to Xia's family. I will go and see you 

later." Yu Qi stated. 

"Hmm... Thank you for bringing me back." Xia Weizhe said. He then turned to Qin Xia and saluted Qin 

Xia. "My Lord, thank you for bringing me here." 

"Hmm..." Qin Xia gave a small response. 

Xia Weizhe left.  

"Cook something. We are going to stay here for a couple of days." Qin Xia ordered Lan He. 

ραndαsΝοvεl ƈοm Everyone was surprised and then looked happy with Qin Xia's words. It had been a 

long since Qin Xia stayed here for the night.  

"Nice to meet you again, everyone." Yu Qi greeted everyone. 

Everyone already knew Yu Qi's identity. She was like their ancestor too that had the same position as 

Qin Xia. No one dared to disrespect Yu Qi.  

"Senior Brother Xia, I want to go and visit Master's tomb." Yu Qi said. 

Since she was here, she wanted to take the opportunity to visit her master's tomb and her other senior 

brother's tomb as well.  

"Sure, let's go." Qin Xia said. 



So, both of them walked to go to their Master's tomb. Yu Qi was happy to smell the same air. She also 

was happy to get to walk with her senior brother like this. 
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Yu Qi had dinner together with Qin Xia. They had been served some wine. Yu Qi drank the wine. As 

expected one glass, she was already drunk. However, she still drank more.  

"Senior Brother Xia, when will you get married?" Yu Qi asked while she was smiling.  

Everyone looked at Yu Qi and Qin Xia. They were waiting for Qin Xia's answer. 

"Don't worry about me. Just worry about yourself." Qin Xia patted Yu Qi's head. 

"He he he... I already have Long Hui. I am going to spend my life with him." Yu Qi smiled proudly. 

"Hmm.... Your dream will come true." Qin Xia drank the wine again. 

Everyone could see that Qin Xia looked very relaxed. They never saw Qin Xia like this. Only Yu Qi could 

bring this side of Qin Xia.  

Yu Qi tried to drink anymore. But Qin Xia stopped her.  

"Huh, Senior Brother? I still want to drink." Yu Qi pouted. 

"You are drunk. Don't drink it anymore." Qin Xia stopped Yu Qi from drinking again. 

"I want to drink more." Yu Qi said. Then she looked up to the sky. "I want to drink with Master and other 

Senior Brothers." 

Qin Xia went silent. After a while, he turned to Yu Qi and saw Yu Qi already fell asleep. He put his drink. 

Qin Xia called someone to clean the area. He approached Yu Qi and lifted her. He carried her to her 

room.  

He slowly placed her onto the bed. His corner lips curved up when he saw her sleeping. He rubbed her 

head before leaving the room.  

... 

Yu Qi woke up from her sleep. She then looked around trying to remember where she was right now. 

She finally remembered that she was inside her old room when she was Qin Yue.  

No wonder she dreamed out her senior brothers. They were bickering while waiting for Master to come 

to teach them. What a precious moment.  

Yu Qi got out of the bed and stretched her body. After that, she went out. She went to the kitchen. No 

one was there.  

She looked around and found the ingredients. She wanted to make some breakfast. So, she worked on 

it. 



The person in charge of cooking breakfast on that day, Luse Man arrived at the kitchen and found Yu Qi 

here. 

"Miss Yu Qi?" Luse Man was surprised.  

"Oh, good morning. I am already making the breakfast." Yu Qi smiled. 

Luse Man looked over. There was food on the table.  

"You can try and taste it." Yu Qi said 

"Oh, okay...." Luse Man nodded. 

He took his chopstick and took some food that Yu Qi cooked into his mouth. Once the food touched his 

tongue, the taste exploded inside his mouth.  

'It is so tasty. Very delicious.' His hand reached out for the food again. He stuffed his mouth with the 

food.  

When Yu Qi turned around again, she was surprised to see the food had been missing.  

"Sir Luse?" Yu Qi called Luse Man who chewed the food. 

"Huh?" Luse Man just realized what he had done when he heard Yu Qi call his name. 

"Miss Yu Qi, I am sorry." Luse Man quickly apologised to Yu Qi. 

The food that Yu Qi cooked had been eaten by him. He did not mean to but it was so tasty. He could not 

stop his hand from reaching out for the food again.  

"It is okay. I will cook them again." Yu Qi said. 

"It is very good, Miss Yu Qi." Luse Man praised Yu Qi's cooking. "Let me help you, Miss Yu Qi."  

"Sure." Yu Qi nodded. 

So, they worked together to prepare the breakfast. It was a big breakfast.  

Hong Zhou came to the kitchen to see what was going on since they felt the breakfast day seemed late.  

He was surprised to see Yu Qi in the kitchen as well as Luse Man. From what he could see, Yu Qi was 

helping Luse Man prepare breakfast. 

"Good timing. Come and help us to take this to the dining room." Luse Man spotted Hong Zhou at the 

door. 

"Huh? What?" Hong Zhou was confused. 

"We have a lot of food here." Luse Man pointed to the ready food. 

"Are we having a feast? It is too much. Why are you cooking a lot?" Hong Zhou was shocked to see the 

amount of food that Luse Man prepared this morning. 

"Just bring them to the dining hall. You will understand it later." Luse Man stated. 



Hong Zhou took the food. Luse Man and Yu Qi also brought the remaining food.  

Everyone also had the same reaction as Hong Zhou.  

"Is there any celebration today?" Lan He asked. 

"No." Luse Man said.  

"Then, why do you cook these many?" Lan He asked. 

"You will know why later." Luse Man smiled. 

Qin Xia already arrived. He took a seat beside Yu Qi. Then they started to eat. 

"What is this?" Someone stunned. 

"It is so delicious." 

"Hmm... I want to eat more."  

"I never eat something like this."  

Everyone's hand moved very faster. It was lucky for them that there were so much food to eat. They 

finally understood what Luse Man meant just now.  

"Luse Man, do you cook this?" Huang Jin asked since it was Luse Man's turn to cook today. 

"Of course not. I am not that talented. It is Miss Yu Qi who prepared the breakfast today." Luse Man told 

everyone.  
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Everyone was surprised. They turned to Yu Qi. 

"Miss Yu Qi, how do you make such a simple breakfast delicious as this?" Huang Jin asked. 

"Huh? I cook like a normal person does." Yu Qi said. 

Well, it was probably because of the ingredients. She took out some vegetables and herbs from the 

garden inside her space. However, she did not plan to tell them about that. 

"Just eat them." Qin Xia shut them up. 

Everyone started to focus their attention on eating. Yu Qi looked around. It was good that she made a 

lot of food. Otherwise, it would not be enough. Anyway, it was a very pleasant breakfast. 

Yu Qi and Qin Xia already made a plan to go to the market. Yu Qi wanted to go to the herbs store.  

Qin Xia accompanied Yu Qi to the market. The people around were shocked to see the ancestor walking 

around with a woman.  

"Wait a minute. I think I recognize the woman."  



"Huh? Who?" 

"It is Tang Yu Qi from the Dian Family. The champion of the martial arts competition." 

"Yeah. That is right."  

"What is she doing with the ancestor?"  

"Who knows?" 

Yu Qi and Qin Xia kept walking to their destination. 

"A lot of things had changed." Yu Qi commented. 

"Hmm... Thousand years had passed, after all." Qin Xia said. 

"I still remember when I sneaked out with Senior Brother Rui and was almost caught by you." Yu Qi 

reminisced about the past.  

There were a lot of happy memories, not only sad memories. She was indeed having fun with her senior 

brothers every day. 

They arrived at the herbs shop. The owner of the herbs shop was stunned when he saw the ancestor 

entering his shop. 

"Your Excellency, welcome to my humble shop." The owner welcomed Qin Xia. 

"No need to take care of him. You need to take care of her needs. She is your customer." Qin Xia stated. 

The owner finally noticed Yu Qi who stood beside Qin Xia. A girl came with the ancestor. She must be an 

important person to Qin Xia. 

The owner also welcomed Yu Qi. He did not know this girl even though Yu Qi came to his shop several 

times.  

Usually it was just the storekeeper and an assistant taking care of the shop. However, the storekeeper 

had something to do. 

So, the owner was the one who took care of everything today. It was his lucky day that he saw the 

ancestor from a close distance. 

"I want to see your rarest herbs. Can I?" Yu Qi requested. 

"Sure... Sure... Let's go." The owner nodded. 

He glanced at his employee. "Take care of the shop for a while." He ordered. 

"Okay, I understand." The employee nodded. 

Yu Qi was expected to see the herbs. Coming with her senior brother here was a great idea.  

"Here are the rarest herbs that I currently own." The owner proudly represented the herbs to them. 

Yu Qi looked at the herbs. Hmm... It was indeed rare herbs but not many.  



"You only have these many?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes, Miss." The owner said. 

He could see that the girl was feeling disappointed when she saw his collection. He was proud of his 

collection. 

Oh... It was probably Qin Xia had massive rare herbs, to begin with.  

"Hmm... Do you sell these herbs?" Yu Qi asked. 

It was better than nothing since she was here in the cultivation world. She did not want to waste her trip 

here by not getting anything.  

"Yes... Yes..." The owner nodded. He thought of something. "Why don't I just give it to you?"  

"No!" Both Qin Xia and Yu Qi answered at the same time. 

The owner was startled.  

"It is not good. I am a paying customer. I can not just grab your things. It is unethical." Yu Qi shook her 

head. 

"Oh... Okay..." The owner was still feeling dumbfounded.  

Yu Qi then grabbed the herbs that she wanted to buy. 

"How much it cost?" Yu Qi asked. 

The owner calculated the total amount.  

"Two thousand gold." The owner said the total amount.  

Yu Qi had the money. It was the money where she sold things in exchange for gold. 

Before Yu Qi managed to put down her gold, Qin Xia already put down his gold and made the payment. 

Yu Qi looked at Qin Xia, feeling confused.  

"I want to pay it for you." Qin Xia said. 

Yu Qi smiled. "Thank you, Senior Brother Xia. You are the best."  

The owner heard what Yu Qi called the ancestor. He did not expect Yu Qi to call Qin Xia like that.  

"Are you going to pack them or not?" Qin Xia asked when he saw that the owner still not packing his 

junior sister's order. 

"Oh... I am sorry. I am going to do it right away." The owner was startled and started moving.  

Yu Qi was humming happily when she got the herbs. They left the herbs shop.  

After they left, the onlookers entered the herbs shop and asked the owner. 

"Cian Hong, what does the ancestor doing in your shop?" Someone asked. 



"Huh, why are you asking a stupid question? Of course, they are buying the herbs." The owner, Cian 

Hong said. 

"What kind of herbs that the ancestor is buying? We want to buy it too." Another one asked. 

"It is no the ancestor who buying the herbs but the girl beside him. However, the ancestor was the one 

who paid for everything." The owner said. 
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Ling Su Liu and Bucong Jian were also at the market shopping around. They heard about Qin Xia, the 

ancestor who was roaming around with a woman. They were curious about the woman who could be 

together with the ancestor. So, they went to take a look. 

However, they were surprised to see Yu Qi there. What was she doing here? And how did she come 

here? They did not see any Dian Family members around.  

Bucong Jian and Ling Su Liu hated Yu Qi. They wanted to make trouble for her. They approached her.  

"Look who is here. It is Tang Yu Qi." Bucong Jian said. 

Yu Qi turned around when she heard someone call her name. She tilted her head while looking at these 

two men.  

"Why are you here? And where are your family members?" Bucong Jian threw a few questions to Yu Qi. 

"Who are you?" Yu Qi asked. 

Bucong Jian and Ling Su Liu felt offended when Yu Qi asked them the question. 

"What? How dare you don't remember me? I am from the Bucong Family, the four great families!" 

Bucong Jian shouted in anger. 

"Oh, Bucong Family. I remember that." Yu Qi exclaimed. She looked at Ling Su Liu. "Then, you are Ling Su 

Liu, the soon wife-to-be of Bucong Shuye." 

Ling Su Liu felt shy when Yu Qi remembered her that way. However, her good feelings soon to be 

destroyed by the person who she thought to be her best friend. 

"What? No! Who tells you that she is going to marry my brother?" Bucong Jian felt disgusted when she 

thought about that. 

"Huh? Why do you not like it? She is your friend." Yu Qi looked at Ling Su Liu's face. 

Bucong Jian rolled her eyes. "She is my friend. But she was not suitable to be my sister-in-law."  

Bucong Jian threw the words in front of Ling Su Liu's face just like that. Ling Su Liu was very embarrassed 

by this situation. She thought Bucong Jian would be happy if she became Bucong Jian's sister-in-law. 

That was why she made an effort to be friends with Bucong Jian. 



Bucong Jian did not look at Ling Su Liu. She did feel that Ling Su Liu was not suitable for her brother. Her 

brother was very strong and good-looking. There was no way that he would be settled with a woman 

like Ling Su Liu.  

Ling Su Liu felt really hurt. She wanted to leave but she did not want to just leave because she did not 

want to offend Bucong Jian. She was thinking about her family who depended on Bucong Family. If she 

offended Bucong Jian, Bucong Jian would tell her family about that and Ling's family would suffer. She 

could not let that happen. So, she stayed strong and stayed by Bucong Jian acting like nothing was 

hurting her. 

Yu Qi looked at Ling Su Liu. She noticed Ling Su Liu's expression. She felt pity for her but there was 

nothing that she could do about that. Ling Su Liu chose that way. 

"Forget about that. What are you doing here?" Bucong Jian moved to another topic. 

"There is nothing to do with you." Yu Qi did not have to tell Bucong Jian about that.  

"You should know your place. This is the Bucong Family's territory." Bucong Jian narrowed her eyes. 

"Oh, what are you planning to do with my junior sister?" Qin Xia just returned.  I think you should take a 

look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

He just had to do something. When he returned to Yu Qi's side, he heard someone was threatening his 

junior sister.  

Bucong Jiang looked over and was surprised when she saw Qin Xia's face. He was totally her type. 

However, this man seemed to know Yu Qi. 

"What? Are you his new man? I don't know you are a loose woman." Bucong Jian insulted Yu Qi. 

Qin Xia waved his hand and Bucong Jian was hit with a powerful blow. She was even being sent flying 

and crashed onto the wall. She coughed some blood. 

Ling Su Liu screamed. She rushed to Bucong Jian's side. 

"Jian? Are you okay?" Ling Su Liu asked. 

Bucong Jian was trembling in pain. She could see that her bones had been crushed. She looked at Qin 

Xia. 

"You... dare... to hit me like this? You... not... afraid of... Bucong Family?" Bucong Jian asked. 

Qin Xia snorted. "Bucong Family? If you want revenge, you can come and see me at Mirage Mountain. I 

will be waiting. If your family don't come over by tomorrow, I will go to see your family." He said. 

Qin Xia then turned to Yu Qi. "Do you have anything else to do here?" 

Yu Qi shook her head. "But I am hungry."  

It was about lunch hour.  

"Should we go and grab some food for lunch?" Qin Xia asked. 



"Hmm... I want to eat at the restaurant that I found earlier." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Qin Xia nodded. 

Both of them left Bucong Jian and Ling Su Liu.  

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm Bucong Jian gritted her teeth in anger. "Call my father. I need to make that man pay 

for what he has done to me." 

"Jian, are you forget something?" Ling Su Liu asked. 

"Forget about what?" Bucong Jian really did not have any idea what Ling Su Liu talking about.  

"Mirage Mountain. It is the ancestor's place. That man is probably someone under the ancestor. We can 

not easily touch the ancestor's people." Ling Su Liu said. 
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"What? The ancestor's people?" Bucong Jian was shocked. Then she was thinking about someone. "I 

don't care. I want to make that man pay for his action." 

Ling Su Liu did not know what to say anymore. Ultimately, she just asked someone to inform the Bucong 

Family about Bucong Jian's condition. 

As Bucong Guang, head of the Bucong family heard about the situation. He rushed to the scene. He was 

furious to see his daughter's condition. He wanted that person to pay for what he had done to her 

daughter. 

When he asked Ling Su Liu about the situation, he was dumbfounded. The person who made his 

daughter this way was from Mirage Mountain. That was the ancestor's place meaning it was the 

ancestor's people. 

He needed to think first. He did not dare to mess up with the ancestor's people. Bucong Jian had been 

carried home to get treatment. The doctor told Bucong Guang that her daughter needed to rest for 

about 5 months to be completely healed. Her bones were broken.  

Bucong Jian's mother, Shu Shaxiao, cried when she heard about her daughter's condition. 

"Husband, we need to revenge our daughter." Shu Shaxiao expressed her opinion.  

"It was the ancestor's people. Do you dare to mess with them?" Bucong Guang questioned his wife. 

Shu Shaxiao was surprised. 'The ancestor's people?' She did not think that her daughter would be in 

trouble with the ancestor's people. However, when she thought over and over again, she thought it was 

not reasonable for the ancestor's people to come out and beat someone like that. 

So, she still wanted to settle the score with the ancestor's people. Who knew that she might get 

something in return? Without Bucong Guang's knowledge, Shu Shaxiao brought some men to go to the 

Mirage Moutain.  



Huang Jin was in charge of guarding the entrance today. The ancestor and Yu Qi already returned from 

the market. He could see that the ancestor was happy after going shopping with Yu Qi. When the 

ancestor was with Yu Qi, he would sometimes show his gentle smile. 

While he was lazying around, he heard some footsteps coming toward their place. He stood and looked 

around. Indeed, there were some people coming toward here.  

"Stop! What are you doing here? You are not allowed to be here." Huang Jin said. 

"We are from the Bucong Family. We are here to see the ancestor." Shu Shaxiao stated her purpose. 

"So what?" Huang Jin asked.  

"One of the ancestor's people made a move to my daughter. I demand some explanation." Shu Shaxiao 

was a little scared but she did not want to show it to Huang Jin right now.  

"Oh... When does that happen?" Huang Jin asked again.  

"Today." Shu Shaxiao stated. 

Huang Jin went silent. The only people who went out today were the ancestor and Yu Qi. So, did this 

mean the ancestor moved his hand against the daughter? It was probably Miss Yu Qi.  

"Well, wait here. I will inform the ancestor about that." Huang Jin said. 

Huang Jin went to see the ancestor. Qin Xia was sitting at the desk writing something. He looked up 

when he heard some sounds.  

"Ancestor." Huang Jin saluted Qin Xia. 

"What is it?" Qin Xia asked.I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

"Some people want to see you." Huang Jin informed Qin Xia. 

"Oh, they are already here." Qin Xia narrowed his eyes. 

Huang Jin looked at the ancestor. It seemed the ancestor already knew about them coming over. 

"Should I invite them inside?" Huang Jin asked. 

"Hmm... Take them to the main hall." Qin Xia ordered. 

"Yes, Sir." Huang Jin nodded and left the room. 

Qin Xia stood up and went to Yu Qi's room. Yu Qi was outside her room drying the herbs that she just 

bought today. She saw Qin Xia. 

"Senior Brother Xia, look at this." Yu Qi said while showing her work to Qin Xia. 

"You really did not change at all." Qin Xia commented.  

When Yu Qi was Qin Yue, she also liked to do something like this. He felt like he had returned to the 

past.  

"Oh, why are you here, Senior Brother?" Yu Qi asked. 



"Hmm... Someone from the Bucong Family is here. Do you want to see them?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Hmm... Why not?" Yu Qi nodded. 

So, both of them went to see the Bucong Family. 

Shu Shaxiao looked around. It was her first time entering Mirage Mountain. However, she felt that they 

had been waiting long enough for the ancestor. There was a guard outside. She went to ask him the 

question. 

"Why is the ancestor not here yet? Is he here today?" Shu Shaxiao asked. 

"I am sorry. I don't know about that." The guard answered. 

Shu Shaxiao clicked her tongue. 'Useless.' She said in her mind.  

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm "Are they going to make us wait like this?" Shu Shaxiao asked. "They already made my 

daughter in that state. Now they make us wait like this. Even though, they are the ancestor's people, did 

they think that Bucong Family would not do anything to them?"  

"Oh.... So, what are you going to do to me?" Qin Xia entered the main hall with Yu Qi. 

Shu Shaxiao watched the man enter the main hall. She had never seen this man before. However, she 

recognized the woman behind that man. It was Yu Qi. She remembered her because her daughter used 

to talk shit about Yu Qi. 
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Then Shu Shaxiao connected the dots. It must be this man and Yu Qi's doing. They were the reason why 

her daughter was in such a state. Not many people dared to touch the Bucong Family. It must be the 

other three great families. Jiang and Huo Families did not have any conflict with their family.  

Only people from the Dian Family, especially the young one, Dian Qi Qi had a conflict with her daughter. 

And her daughter also hated Yu Qi.  

"You are the one who beat my daughter, did you?" Shu Shaxiao shouted to both Qin Xia and Yu Qi. 

"Hmm... I did. So?" Qin Xia smirked. 

"You!" Shu Shaxiao was very angry. "Where is the ancestor? I will fight for justice."  

Qin Xia looked at Shu Shaxiao like he was looking at an idiot. He moved to other Bucong Family 

members. The Bucong Family members were shocked to see Qin Xia. It was the ancestor who they 

wanted to see today. 

From what the ancestor said earlier, he was the one who beat Bucong Jian up.  

"Ancestor, please forgive our rude behaviour." Someone kowtowed Qin Xia. 

Shu Shaxiao looked at the person who kowtowed. What? She did not get it? Who? Ancestor? Where?  



Only two people were there. Yu Qi and this young man. 'Yu Qi could not be the ancestor. So, it is this 

young man?' 

Then people around her began to kowtow to the ancestor. It was really this man. Shu Shaxiao had never 

seen the ancestor without the mask. So, she did not know what her ancestor looked like. She never 

thought that the ancestor would be this young.  

"Like mother, like daughter. Stupid." Qin Xia commented. 

Qin Xia waved his hand. The wind blew and hit Shu Shaxiao. Shu Shaxiao who was hit by the strong wind 

coughed out some blood. She did not send her flying over.  

"Mistress." People were scared when they saw Shu Shaxiao cough some blood. 

Shu Shaxiao could speak. She felt very hurt right now. 

"Get lost. If you don't leave, then don't leave. You can stay here. In the ground." Qin Xia said. 

The sentence scared out the hell of them. If they did not leave right now, they might be killed.  

"Ancestor, sorry to take your time." They kowtowed again. 

People grabbed Shu Shaxiao and left as soon as possible. They did not dare to wait any longer.  

They arrived at Bucong Residence. People in the house were shocked when Shu Shaxiao returned 

injured. 

Bucong Guang who just heard the news rushed to see his wife. He was also shocked to see his wife like 

this. 

"What happened? Where did you go?" Bucong Guang asked. 

He knew that his wife was going out but he did not know where did his wife go.I think you should take a 

look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

People looked at each other before someone answered the question. 

"Bucong Head, mistress went to go to Mirage Mountain to seek revenge for Young Miss Jian. However, 

later, we found out that the one who hit Young Miss Jian was the ancestor himself." The person 

explained. 

"What? Ancestor was the one who hit Jian?" Bucong Guang could not process the information. 

ραndαsΝοvεl ƈοm From what Bucong Jian told him it was a young man. That young man was together 

with Yu Qi. Then, he suddenly remembered the ancestor's face.  

The ancestor's face was a young man. He never aged even after living for such a long time. So, it was 

really ancestor. 

However, why was he with Yu Qi from the Dian Family? What was their true relationship? His daughter 

told him that the young man called Yu Qi his junior sister. 



"The mistress demanded justice for Young Miss Jian. The ancestor was angry and made a move on the 

mistress." The person stated again. 

Bucong Guang pinched the space between his eyebrows. He sighed. He needed to step up right now. 

He needed to go to the ancestor's place to apologize to the ancestor. If others knew that the Bucong 

Family angered the ancestor, he did not know what the other family would do.  

It was better to avoid the situation by apologising to the ancestor. He should bring some gifts too. 

"Go and take out, 500 years old ginseng, 100 years old Lingzhi, red mushroom and the fur from white 

bear." Bucong Guang ordered. 

"What?" The people were shocked. 

"I need to clean up the mess." Bucong Guang stated. 

People started to understand. Bucong Guang wanted to smooth the ancestor's anger. They also agreed 

with that. They understood Bucong Guang's action and agreed with the decision.  

"Take care of my wife." Bucong Guang stated to the doctor who treated his wife. 

"Yes, Bucong Head." The doctor nodded. 

Bucong Guang did not wait until tomorrow to visit Mirage Mountain. He came to Mirage Mountain on 

the same day.  

He with several family members arrived when Yu Qi and others just finished having dinner. They were 

very happy to taste Yu Qi's cooking again.  

Yu Qi was happy to see people liked her cooking. Seeing the situation like this reminded her in the old 

days where her master and her senior brothers were still alive.  

Mirage Mountain was very lively during the dinner as Senior Brother Rui did not stop messing with 

Senior Brother Lin.  

They would always end up in fighting and Senior Brother Xia would end the fight with both of them 

gotten beat up. She really missed that day. 
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Huang Jin informed Qin Xia about Bucong Guang's arrival. Qin Xia nodded and said something. Huang Jin 

saluted Qin Xia and left again. 

Yu Qi noticed the situation. "What is going on?" She asked. 

"Oh, this time, the head of the Bucong Family came to visit. They really have free time." Qin Xia 

commented. 

Yu Qi laughed. "He must be scared after hearing you are the one who hit his daughter and wife." 

"Do you want to come and see?" Qin Xia asked. 



"Of course. I want to know what is he bringing to apologize." Yu Qi grinned. 

"Then, let's go to the main hall." Qin Xia said 

So, Qin Xia and Yu Qi walked to the main hall. Huang Jin already brought Bucong Guang and others to 

wait at the main hall. 

It was Bucong Guang's first time stepping into ghe main hall like his wife. The decoration was very good. 

Then they heard the door open. Walked inside was a young man with Yu Qi behind.  

Bucong Guang knew that this must be the ancestor if he remembered correctly. He just had seen the 

ancestor's face once. 

"Greeting for the ancestor." Bucong Guang said. 

Everyone followed him as well. Bucong Guang looked at Yu Qi. The ancestor really had a good 

relationship with Yu Qi. He shook his head. This was not the time to think about Yu Qi's relationship with 

the ancestor. 

He came to smooth Qin Xia's anger. So that, the family would not be affected. Bucong Guang started to 

kowtow. He kowtows three times in rows. 

"Ancestor, please forgive my wife and daughter. They had offended you." Bucong Guang apologised for 

his wife and daughter's actions. 

Bucong Guang sneaked a peek at Qin Xia. His expression had not even changed at all. 

Bucong Guang continued again. "Here are some gifts. I hope the ancestor can forgive my wife and 

daughter." He begged again. 

"Tell your daughter to watch her mouth. Otherwise, I would be happy to tear them if she speak 

nonsense again." Qin Xia said. 

Bucong Guang kowtowed again three times. This man probably liked the number 3.  

"Get lost." Qin Xia said. 

Bucong Guang and his men quickly left the place. They never expected it to be so smooth. It seemed the 

ancestor had become quite kind lately.  

Once Bucong Guang and his men left the main hall, Yu Qi went to see what Bucong Guang had brought 

here. 

"Oh, Bucong Head is so generous. He even brings 500 years old ginseng." Yu Qi commented. 

"Tsk..." Qin Xia clicked his tongue. He showed some disdain. "You can go to storage to see my things."  

"Huh?" Yu Qi could not understand at first. But she chuckled. "Sure I will go and see it tomorrow."  

.... 

As she promised, she went to the storage room. It was the same place where her master, Tang Moting 

used to store things. So, she knew her way. 



She was accompanied by Lan He. Lan He thought Yu Qi would not know the path. He forgot that Yu Qi 

was Qin Yue.  

When Lan He opened the door, Yu Qi was shocked to see the things inside. It was full of various things.  

Weapons, clothes even herbs. However, only herbs had been arranged perfectly while others were put 

in without any thoughts. 

"This?" Yu Qi was very shocked.  

"The ancestor collected a lot of priceless herbs. Some of them were gifted by others." Lan He said. "You 

can take whatever you want inside the room."  

Yu Qi smiled while looking at the herbs. It was Qin Xia's same doing. In the past, when he travelled and 

found rare herbs, he would bring them back and give them to Yu Qi.  

Yu Qi started to look for the herbs that she could grow inside her space. She found several of them.  

"I will take these." Yu Qi showed the herbs to Lan He. 

"Don't you want to see other things? Like weapon or clothes?" Lan He asked. 

"Nope. Not interested." Yu Qi shook her head. 

She did not like them. The clothes were not her taste. As for the weapon, she had everything in her 

space. No need to get something from here. 

It was like the ancestor predicted. Miss Yu Qi would have her eyes glued on the herbs only. She really 

liked herbs.  

Yu Qi took the herbs and went to Qin Xia's room. She knocked on the door. Once hearing Qin Xia's voice 

telling her to come in, she came in. 

Qin Xia who just read some book looked up and saw Yu Qi with a basket full with the herbs. 

"Happy?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Hmm... So happy." Yu Qi nodded. Then she asked something. "Are you free right now?"  

"Hmm... Where do you want to go?" Qin Xia answered. 

"Then, let's go." Yu Qi said. 

She grabbed Qin Xia's hand. The place had changed. Yu Qi had brought Qin Xia entering her space. 

"Is it Sere?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Hmm... Welcome. I finally have time to bring you inside." Yu Qi said. 

Then they saw something rushed toward them. They were Shino, Aoi, Xiaohua and Bo Ya.  

"Master." They greeted Yu Qi.  

"Hmm... I think you should know him. He is my senior brother, Qin Xia." Yu Qi said. 



This was the second person that Yu Qi brought into her space. Meaning it was someone that she truly 

believed that never would betray her. 
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Her contracted beast took note of that matter. 

Qin Xia looked at the small boy in front of him. He never forgot about this boy. He was the spirit 

guardian of his junior sister. 

"Long time no see." Qin Xia greeted Bo Ya. 

"Hmm... Master's Senior Brother, it has been a while." Bo Ya said. 

"I never thought to see you here again." Qin Xia commented. 

"You too." Bo Ya smiled. 

Qin Xia looked around. "I can see a bit of change here."  

"Hmm... Well, if you go inside the pagoda, you will see a lot of changes. Come. I will show you." Yu Qi 

stated. 

Yu Qi grabbed Qin Xia's hand and pulled him to go inside the pagoda. Qin Xia just let Yu Qi pull him 

over.  

When Qin Xia stepped into the pagoda, he indeed could see the changes.  

"Look at this." Yu Qi said to Qin Xia while showing Qin Xia to the big mirror. 

"Master, what do you want to find?" The mirror suddenly spoke. 

A figure-like girl appeared inside the mirror. Qin Xia was indeed a bit surprised. 

"This is Mary. She is the one who takes care of the pagoda." Yu Qi introduced Mary to Qin Xia. 

"Mary, I want to go to the weapon room." Yu Qi said. 

"Sure. Master, you can take the lift now." Mary said. 

"Senior Brother, let's go." Yu Qi said to Qin Xia while stepping into the lift. 

Qin Xia followed her entering the lift. The lift door automatically opened and started moving. After a few 

seconds,  the lift stopped and the for was opened. 

Yu Qi and Qin Xia stepped out of the lift. A door was there. Yu Qi opened the door and entered the 

room.  

When Qin Xia stepped into the room, he was quite surprised. There were a lot of weapons inside it. 

Modern or ancient. The place had everything.  

"How could this happen?" Qin Xia asked. 



"Hmm.... I think my Sere can learn and copy what the outside world has. Look, there was a tank used in 

the war." Yu Qi pointed to a tank.  

Well, it was not only one tank but multiple of them. The first tank was made by humans to the latest 

ones.  

"Do you know this will happen when you create this space?" Qin Xia asked. 

He did not expect that her junior sister's ability was still terrifying. Those people who coveted her sister's 

space in the past probably knew this. That was why they wanted to snatch it from its true owner.  

"Hmm... I didn't know about that when I created Sere in the first place. But I noticed something when a 

similar weapon used in the outside world appeared inside Sere. But I never thought much about that. 

After I recovered my memory when I was Qin Yue, I confirmed it." Yu Qi said. 

"Who else knows about this space?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Hmm... Only Brother Hui at this moment." Yu Qi said. 

Qin Xia was relieved. "Promise me this one thing. Never tell anyone anymore about this space. I don't 

want you to be hunted by people again." Qin Xia said. 

Qin Xia also made Yu Qi promise that when she was Qin Yue. However, due to her foolishness, she went 

on babbling it to an ungrateful bitch. Because of that, she and her other senior brothers lost their lives. 

She would not let anything similar happen anymore. So, she did not plan to tell anyone else anymore 

even though they were her family. It was for their own sake too. 

"Don't worry, Senior Brother. I have learned my lesson. I will never tell anyone else. And you can trust 

Brother Hui, he would never betray me. Not now or ever." Yu Qi smiled. 

"If you said so, then I will believe you." Qin Xia said. 

He could guess what was in Yu Qi's mind. Yu Qi was still thinking that she was the one who caused her 

senior brothers to die. He knew how she felt when seeing her senior brothers die in front of her eyes. 

Qin Xia saw the scene when he killed Fung Yinluo.  

Qin Xia rubbed Yu Qi's head. Yu Qi was a bit surprised but she did not dislike it. She felt like she returned 

to be Qin Yue.  

"I promise to protect you in this lifetime." Qin Xia said. He made a promise to Yu Qi and himself as well. 

Both of them came out of the pagoda after showing everything to Qin Xia. Yu Qi brought Qin Xia to see 

her other favourite place the garden.  

It was full of fruits and vegetables, and the most important things were the herbs.  

"I will collect some and give to your people later. They could cook them. It would benefit them." Yu Qi 

said. 

Her herbs had been grown up with the water lake inside her space. So, it was a little different from other 

herbs outside there.  



"Hmm..." Qin Xia nodded. 

"Owh, I will cook for you now." Yu Qi said. 

"Master, don't forget about us," Aoi said. 

"Yes, Master..." Shino climbed up to his master's shoulder. 

"Okay... Okay... I will cook for you too. Don't worry." Yu Qi smiled while rubbed Shino's Aoi. "However, 

you need to help me collecting the herbs and vegetables." 

"Yes, Master. Leave it to me." Shino saluted Yu Qi.  

Yu Qi laughed. Shino followed Long Hui so often that he liked to salute as a soldier.  

 


